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Jennifer J. is the most sought-after celebrity Hair Colorist nationwide among
the influencers, tastemakers and entertainment elite. Her experience spans
more than 15 years, during which this time she has become a key figure in
the world of hair coloring. Her precision and visionary techniques have
made her a master at color corrections, beautiful vibrant tones and most
importantly, natural hair color. This incredible combination catapulted her
to the top of many A-lister and studio executives’ address books alike.
Whether on set or in the salon, Jennifer’s loyal clientele continues to seek
her expert hair coloring services due to her immeasurable skill,
professionalism and easygoing demeanor.
Transitioning from New York to LA, Jennifer began her journey as a Hair
Color Expert by training with the renowned Louis Licari who introduced her
to the film industry. With her skills, innate talent and industry experience,
Jennifer continued to add to her celebrity clientele and industry projects.
Constantly honing her craft, Jennifer has become the go to Colorist when it
comes to defining seasonal trends in hair color. She has created signature
looks for clients such as Kristen Stewart in the TWILIGHT series of films, Lily
Collins in SNOW WHITE & THE HUNTSMAN, and January Jones in MAD
MEN. Julia Roberts & Cate Blanchett can also be counted among her A-List
clientele. In addition to celebrity styling, Jennifer also finds time to create
looks found in New York Times Style, USA Today, Harper’s Bazaar, Marie
Claire, Lucky, Women’s Wear Daily, Self, InStyle, E! and US Weekly.
She says, “I get to have the best of both worlds – the stability of working
behind the chair in the salon and fostering relationships with my clients,
while also experiencing the excitement of traveling to all corners of the
world to work on the sets of Hollywood films.”
After successfully making a name for herself in the industry, Jennifer
embarked on another entrepreneurial endeavor when she and her husband
Sean Jahanbigloo, a fellow stylist, took over a Beverly Hills Salon, Juan Juan,
in 2000. After their acquisition, Jennifer and Sean completely revamped the
salon to suit their style: sleek, modern, and luxurious. In 2005, they
expanded their business to meet their demand, opening a second Juan Juan
location in the Brentwood area of Los Angeles.
Jennifer strives for quality and artistry with each client. Her vast knowledge
of the salon business gives her a greater understanding of the way celebrity
trends impact the hair color and styles of the season, while creating her own
artistic interpretation specific for each client.
Jennifer is represented globally by CloutierRemix.
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